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Abstract: In recent years a wide range of wearable health care 

applications have been deployed. The rapid increase in wearable 

devices allows the transfer of patient personal information 

between different devices, at the same time personal health and 

wellness information of patients can be attacked. There are many 

techniques that are used for protecting patient information in 

medical and wearable devices. In this research a comparative 

study of the complexity for cyber security architecture and its 

application in health care industry has been carried out. Using 

ceaser cipher the encryption and decryption process will be carried 

out to secure the hospital data from third parties.  

Index Terms: : Modern ceaser cipher algorithm, securing data,  

ransom-ware, right-shift, left-shift. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

  Highlight a section as the health care sector continues to     

offer life-critical services while working to improve treatment 

and patient care with new technologies, criminals and cyber 

threat actors look to exploit the vulnerabilities that are 

coupled with these changes. The following blog series will 

explore one MS-I SAC analyst’s thoughts on today’s sources 

of frustration for health care IT and cybersecurity specialists. 

The human services industry is tormented by a bunch of 

cybersecurity-related issues. These issues go from malware 

that bargains the uprightness of frameworks and security of 

patients to disseminated forswearing of administration 

(DDoS) assaults that upset offices' capacity to give tolerant 

consideration. While other basic framework parts encounter 

these assaults also, the nature of the human services industry's 

main goal presents exceptional difficulties. For social 

insurance, digital assaults can have consequences past 

monetary misfortune and rupture of protection. Each 

connection beneath prompts a talk of that extraordinary 

assault, including genuine precedents of how it showed, the 

harm and interruption it caused or could have caused if not 

taken care of legitimately, and proposals on shielding against 

or alleviating each sort.  
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 Ransomware 

 Data Breaches 

 DDoS Attacks 

 Insider Threat 

 Business Email Compromise and Fraud Scams 

 
 

This is in no way, shape or form a comprehensive rundown 

of the sorts of assaults doctor's facilities confront at the same 

time, rather, a synopsis of a portion of the major and most 

expensive occurrences influencing doctor's facilities. 

RANSOMWARE 

Use either SI (MKS) or CGS as primary It is difficult to 

disregard the ongoing increment in revealing of healing 

facilities defrauded by ransomware. Ransomware has turned 

out to be such an issue, to the point that the MS- ISAC, 

alongside our accomplices at the National Health Information 

Sharing and Analysis Center (NH-ISAC) and Financial 

Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FS- 

ISAC), collaborated to have trainings around the nation on the 

most proficient method to shield against it. Ransomware is a 

kind of malware that contaminates frameworks and records, 

rendering them unavailable until the point that a payoff is 

paid. At the point when this happens in the human services 

industry, basic procedures are hindered or turned out to be 

totally inoperable. Doctor's facilities are then compelled to 

return to using pen and paper, abating the therapeutic 

procedure and eventually dousing up assets that may 

somehow or another have been apportioned to the 

modernization of the doctor's facility. 

Ordinarily, ransomware taints unfortunate casualty machines 

in one of three different ways: 

1.through phishing messages containing a pernicious 

connection 

2.by means of a client  tapping on a noxious connection 

3.by survey and containing malware (malvertising) 

Regularly advancing variations and strategies, methods, 

and techniques (TTPs) make it hard for security specialists to 

keep up. Moreover, stages, for example, ransomware as a 

service[i] (RaaS) make it simple for anybody with practically 

zero specialized expertise to dispatch ransomware assaults 

against casualties based on their personal preference. 
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EXAMPLE: 

As of late, various healing facilities the nation over were 

tainted with ransomware by means of obsolete JBoss server 

programming. In these cases, the assailant transferred 

malware to the obsolete server with no communication from 

the person in question, instead of contaminating the healing 

centers through normal workstations utilized by ordinary  

staff. Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital in California was one 

of the doctor's facilities influenced, for a situation which 

deferred understanding consideration and eventually brought 

about the clinic paying $17,000 to re-access documents and 

their system. Performers utilized an open source device, 

JexBoss, to scan the Internet for powerless JBoss servers, and 

contaminated systems, paying little mind to what industry 

they were running on. While there is no complete 

confirmation, some have hypothesized that the high payoff 

requests saw in medicinal services related cases demonstrated 

the digital danger performing artists knew about who they had 

contaminated. They may have known that gadgets bargained 

in a contamination procedure are frequently significant to a 

clinics' central goal, and the ransomware may render them 

unavailable, deferring understanding consideration while 

making enormous weight remediate the issue instantly. This 

weight, joined with the way that healing centers by and large 

have money related assets available, possibly improves the 

probability the assailants will be paid. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Despite the fact that numerous shields and strategies for 

electronic health record (EHR) security have been actualized, 

obstructions to the security and security insurance of EHR 

frameworks continue. This article introduces the 

consequences of an orderly writing survey with respect to 

habitually received security and protection specialized 

highlights of EHR frameworks. Our incorporation criteria 

were full articles that managed the security and protection of 

specialized usage of EHR frameworks distributed in English 

in friend investigated diaries and gathering procedures 

somewhere in the range of 1998 and 2013, 55 chose 

examinations were inspected in detail. We dissected the 

survey results utilizing two International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) standards (29100 and 27002) so as to 

solidify the examination discoveries[1]. 

Lately, clinics in Iran - like those in different nations - have 

encountered developing utilization of computerized health 

information systems (CHISs), which assume a critical job in 

the tasks of medical clinics. Be that as it may, the real test of 

CHIS use is data security. This investigation endeavors to 

assess CHIS data security hazard the executives at medical 

clinics of Iran. This connected investigation is an illustrative 

and cross-sectional research that has been directed in 2015. 

The information were gathered from 551 emergency clinics of 

Iran. In view of writing survey, specialists' supposition, and 

perceptions at five emergency clinics, our concentrated poll 

was intended to evaluate security hazard the board for CHISs 

at the concerned medical clinics, which was then sent to all 

emergency clinics in Iran by the Ministry of Health [2]. 

Lately a wide scope of wearable IoT social insurance 

applications have been created and conveyed. The quick 

increment in wearable gadgets permits the exchange of patient 

individual data between various gadgets, in the meantime 

close to home wellbeing and health data of patients can be 

followed and assaulted. There are numerous procedures that 

are utilized for ensuring understanding data in medicinal and 

wearable gadgets. In this exploration a relative investigation 

of the multifaceted nature for digital security engineering and 

its application in IoT medicinal services industry has been 

done. The target of the examination is for shielding social 

insurance industry from digital assaults concentrating on IoT 

based human services gadgets. The plan has been actualized 

on Xilinx Zynq-7000, focusing on XC7Z030-3fbg676 FPGA 

gadget[3]. 

 

III.  WORKING PRINCIPLE OF ALGORITHM 

 

ENCRYPTION: 

The action of a Caesar cipher is to replace each plaintext 

letter with a different one a fixed number of places down the 

alphabet. The cipher illustrated here uses a left shift of three, 

so that (for example) each occurrence of E in the plaintext 

becomes B in the cipher text.   Here we have used the modern 

ceaser cipher algorithm and the working principle of this 

algorithm is of following. 

In encryption process there are two levels of encryption. In 

level 1encryption process replacement of each plaintext letter 

with different fixed number of places down the alphabet.  The 

cipher illustrated here uses a right shift of certain number (for 

example: four), so that for each occurrence A in the plaintext 

becomes E in the cipher text, as well as ‘a’ in the plain text 

becomes ‘e’ in the cipher text. In level 2 encryption process 

result of level1 which is in alphabetical order will be again 

encrypted into numerical order i.e., ASCII values (eg: shift 

four), so that each occurrence ‘E’ becomes ‘73’ (ASCII value 

of E is 69 and shift is 4 so that cipher text of level2 becomes 

69+4=73). And also ‘h’ becomes ‘108’ (ASCII value of h is 

104 and shift is four i.e., 104+4=108) in cipher text. 

 

DECRYPTION: 

In modern ceaser cipher technique decryption process is 

also done in two levels as we have seen encryption is done at 

two levels. In level1 decryption  same number of shift is taken 

place as in encryption process of level2, so that each 

occurrence of ‘73’ in the cipher text becomes ‘69’ 

i.e,(73-number of shifts in level 2 encryption73-4=69 

which is the asci value of E) in level1 decryption. In level2 

decryption as the level1 decryption is in ASCII values it 

places down to alphabets for example ‘69’ in level 1 

decryption becomes ‘A’ (69 is the asci value of ‘E’ – shift of 

level 1 encryption i.e, four 69-4=65 which is ASCII value 

of ‘A’) and we can get the actual encrypted  data. 
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IV.  SECURITY THREATS IN HEALTH INDUSTRY: 

Human services applications are exceptionally basic 

applications and restorative information are exceptionally 

basic and complex to be secure than other sort of information 

and applications since it should be very anchored [11]. There 

are numerous sorts of dangers that may confront the social 

insurance applications which vary in their causes furthermore, 

contrast in their answers. A portion of these security dangers 

are featured in this paper. These security dangers are 

eavesdropping, impersonation, message modification, and 

Man-in-the middle. 

V. Figures and Tables 

 

 
Fig.1 TCP internet protocols 

The Transmission Control Convention (TCP) is one of the 

primary conventions of the Web convention suite. It began in 

the underlying system   execution in which it supplemented 

the Web Convention (IP). 

Fig 1.2 encryption level 1 

 

There are 2 levels in encryption process in level1 right shift 

operation is preformed on the alphabets and for level2 

encryption ascii values of those alphabets is taken and right 

shift operation is again performed on those ascii values. 

fig1.3 decryption level 2 

 

There are also 2 levels in decryption process in level 

1decryption process left shift operation is performed on the 

ascii values and then alphabets of those ascii values are taken  

and also shift operation is performed on those alphabets in 

level 2 decryption process. 

 

 
.4fig1.5 

 

VI.    EXPECTED RESULTS 

 

 
 

 
 

 

These are the results after connecting the database to the 

python program done in the python shell. By seeing these 

results we can say that we can secure the hospital data without 

any threats. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

This project is aimed to provide security for hospital data 

by using modern ceaser cipher technique. Encryption and 

Decryption process are done while sending and receiving 

the data. The code is developed for this process by using 

Python IDE. And database connection is also given to the 

patient’s data. Thus we can ensure that we can protect the 

hospital data by using this technique. 
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